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Dictation : 

What we rem

and emot

think that by fre

the pr

that the average person

 

Vocabulary: 

A)  

1. A:

2. We believe th

3. “What did the children do?” “They clea

    house.                                         

4. A:

5. A:

6. A:

7. Dinner times are more r

8. A:
 

B)  

9. The brain’s 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

think this is a _________
 

C) Write the 
 

 15.

 16.

 17.

 18.

  

   (  

:  
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Dictation : Write the missing letters.

 

What we rem

and emot_onal fe

think that by fre

the pr_blems of society and build a perfe

that the average person

Vocabulary: 

)  Complete the sentences with the words given

(educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

 

A: Can TV be harmful?

We believe th

“What did the children do?” “They clea

house.                                         

A: Why do we need teachers?

A: Do your fa

A: Is overlearning useful?

Dinner times are more r

A: Have you heard about Mr.

)  Complete the sentences in your own words

 

The brain’s 

 A: Have you finished high schoo

 This book is very good. I’ve read it fr

 Anything that you throw away because it is not u

 A: Which shirt do you want to buy

 My friend’s father is 

think this is a _________

C) Write the correct form of the words in parentheses

. My brother is a very good swimme

. I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

. Banks try to employ ___________ peo

. I tried to answe
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Write the missing letters.

What we rem_ _ber and the way we re

onal fe_lings. In many modern countr

think that by fre_ education for all (wh

blems of society and build a perfe

that the average person

Vocabulary:   

Complete the sentences with the words given

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

TV be harmful?

We believe that education is a __________

“What did the children do?” “They clea

house.                                         

Why do we need teachers?

Do your family members ________

Is overlearning useful?

Dinner times are more r

Have you heard about Mr.

Complete the sentences in your own words

The brain’s ability to remember thi

Have you finished high schoo

This book is very good. I’ve read it fr

Anything that you throw away because it is not u

Which shirt do you want to buy

My friend’s father is 

think this is a _________

correct form of the words in parentheses

My brother is a very good swimme

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

Banks try to employ ___________ peo

I tried to answer your questions ____________
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Write the missing letters.

ber and the way we re

lings. In many modern countr

education for all (wh

blems of society and build a perfe

that the average person spent three and a half hours a day watching television.

Complete the sentences with the words given

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

TV be harmful? B: Yes, it can have a bad _________

at education is a __________

“What did the children do?” “They clea

house.                                         

Why do we need teachers?

mily members ________

Is overlearning useful? B: Yes, it

Dinner times are more relaxed without ___________

Have you heard about Mr. 

Complete the sentences in your own words

ability to remember thi

Have you finished high schoo

This book is very good. I’ve read it fr

Anything that you throw away because it is not u

Which shirt do you want to buy

My friend’s father is dead. He doesn’t know about it.

think this is a _________ job. 

correct form of the words in parentheses

My brother is a very good swimme

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

Banks try to employ ___________ peo

r your questions ____________

  اداره آموزش  و پرورش منطقه برخوار

  )ع(دبيرستان امام سجاد 
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Write the missing letters.(4 marks

ber and the way we re_all it are infl

lings. In many modern countr

education for all (wh_ther rich or poor, clever or st

blems of society and build a perfe_

spent three and a half hours a day watching television.

Complete the sentences with the words given

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

es, it can have a bad _________

at education is a __________

“What did the children do?” “They clea

house.                                                                                                     

Why do we need teachers? B: We need them to __________

mily members ________ 

Yes, it make

elaxed without ___________

 Hamidi’s accident?

Complete the sentences in your own words

ability to remember things is called ___________

Have you finished high school? B: 

This book is very good. I’ve read it from beginning to ___________

Anything that you throw away because it is not u

Which shirt do you want to buy? B:

dead. He doesn’t know about it.

correct form of the words in parentheses

My brother is a very good swimmer, he has ____________ arms and legs. (power)

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

Banks try to employ ___________ peo

r your questions ____________
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 marks)  

all it are infl

lings. In many modern countr_es it has for some time been fash

ther rich or poor, clever or st

_t n_tion. In one co

spent three and a half hours a day watching television.

Complete the sentences with the words given. (one word is extra

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

es, it can have a bad _________

at education is a __________ to an end.

“What did the children do?” “They cleaned the garden and put________

                                                            

need them to __________

 on TV programs?

makes things __________

elaxed without ___________

Hamidi’s accident?

Complete the sentences in your own words.(3 marks

ngs is called ___________

 Yes, and my ____________

om beginning to ___________

Anything that you throw away because it is not u

B: All of them are nic

dead. He doesn’t know about it.

correct form of the words in parentheses

he has ____________ arms and legs. (power)

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

Banks try to employ ___________ people. (honest)

r your questions ____________
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all it are infl_enced by our intere

es it has for some time been fash

ther rich or poor, clever or st

tion. In one co_

spent three and a half hours a day watching television.

one word is extra

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

es, it can have a bad _________

to an end. 

ned the garden and put________

                                                            

need them to __________

on TV programs? B:

s things __________

elaxed without ___________ of TV.

Hamidi’s accident? B: Yes, b

 marks) 

ngs is called ___________

Yes, and my ____________

om beginning to ___________

Anything that you throw away because it is not useful is called ___________

All of them are nic

dead. He doesn’t know about it. I am going to tell him about it.

correct form of the words in parentheses. (3 marks

he has ____________ arms and legs. (power)

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)

ple. (honest) 

r your questions ____________. (easy) 

اداره آموزش  و پرورش منطقه برخوار
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enced by our intere

es it has for some time been fash

ther rich or poor, clever or st_pid) one can solve all 

_ntry, a rec

spent three and a half hours a day watching television.

one word is extra)(4

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

es, it can have a bad _________ on our eyes.

ned the garden and put________

                                                            

need them to __________ people.

B: Yes, they sometimes do.

s things __________ in the mind.

of TV. 

Yes, but I don’t know the _________

ngs is called ___________. 

Yes, and my ____________ 

om beginning to ___________

s called ___________

All of them are nice. It is difficu

am going to tell him about it.

 marks) 

he has ____________ arms and legs. (power)

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun)
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enced by our intere_ts, way of thinking, 

es it has for some time been fash

pid) one can solve all 

ntry, a rec_nt research showed 

spent three and a half hours a day watching television. 

4 marks)    

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning

on our eyes. 

ned the garden and put________outside 

                                                             

people. 

Yes, they sometimes do.

in the mind. 

ut I don’t know the _________

 is 17.5. 

om beginning to ___________. 

s called ___________

It is difficult to _______

am going to tell him about it.

he has ____________ arms and legs. (power)

I don’t like to stay at home on a _____________ afternoon like this. (sun) 
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ts, way of thinking, 

es it has for some time been fash_onable to 

pid) one can solve all 

nt research showed 

     

educate / rubbish / stick / details / struggle / pressure / means / effects / beginning) 

outside  the  

Yes, they sometimes do. 

ut I don’t know the _________

s called ___________. 

lt to _______one.

am going to tell him about it. I 

he has ____________ arms and legs. (power) 
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nt research showed 

ut I don’t know the _________. 

one. 
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 19. He is under the ___________ of his uncle. (guide) 

 20. She could not ___________ how jet engines work. (explain) 

 

Grammar: 

A) Choose the best one. (3 marks) 

 

21. It was necessary _______________ polite. 

a) for him to be        b) for to be him      c) him to before          d) to be for him 

22. He has finished _______________ the papers. 

a) to correct                 b) correct                c) corrects          d) correcting 

23. “Your hair is dirty.” “Yes, I know. I ________________it soon.” 

a) have washed       b) will be washed      c) am going to wash d) had to wash 

24. The thief got in to the house by ____________ one of the windows. 

a) break                 b) broke                           c) breaking           d) to break 

25. It isn’t safe for him ______________on that chair. 

a) stands                 b) stand                           c) breaking           d) to stand 

26. Ali’s friend disliked _____________on the fifth floor of a building. 

a) lives                 b) living                           c) to live                     d) lived 

Put these words in the correct order. (2 marks) 

 

27.(easy, learn English, is, for, it, me, to) 

………………………………………… 

28.(in, lives, who, know, I, don’t, that apartment) 

………………………………………………….. 

 

B)Complete the sentences with the words given. (2 marks) 

 

29. “Where does your friend work? 

“I don’t know _______________ 

 

30. Can you read a book in a dark room? 

        No. It is impossible ____________________________ 

 

D) Look at the picture and answer the question. (3 marks) 

 

31. What has made Maryam tired? 

…………………………………… 
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32. Does the woman like reading story books? 

      No, she doesn’t. She___________________ 

 

33. What’s Mina’s father doing? 

………………………………….. 

 

Language Functions: Matching 

A)Choose the answers from column B. (2 marks) 

 

                    A B 

34. What do English people do in their free time?  a) It opens at 8:30 and it closes at  

35. What time is my flight, please?                                  four in the afternoon. 

36. How often do you go to the dentist?                    b) Oh, I go about once a year. 

37. What hours is the bank open?                              c) It depends. They do many different 

                                                                                         things.                                       

                                                                          d) What’s your flight number? 

 

Answer the questions. (2 marks) 
 

38. How often do you have English class? 

…………………………………………. 

39. What do you do on the weekends? 

…………………………………………. 
 

Pronunciation: 

Put the following words under the right column. (2 marks) 
 

 40.                         (  pens  /   tapes  /  writes  /  dishes  ) 

/ s /: / z /: / ��z /: 

 

 

  41.                 ( before  /  father/ myself / happy) 

never  

ago  
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Mini Comprehension: 

Read the sentences and choose the best answer. (6 marks)  

 

       42. “At the end of the experiment most of the families said that in future they would 

watch only  certain programs, and not allow their lives to be influenced by TV.”   

This means that the families decided ..................................... 

  a)to influence certain TV programs 

            b) not to watch all TV programs 

  c) to do some experiments in future 

  d) to watch only experiments about their lives 

 

. 43. It is not sufficient to choose the first system of education one finds, or to continue 

with one’s old system without examining it to see whether it is suitable or not. 

 a)choose any system of education  

 b) test many systems and choose the best one 

 c)not examine other systems of education at all  

 d) continue our own system of education 

 

. 44. The man spoke English so well that we never realized he was German.  

This sentence means that............................. . 

 a)the man didn’t know German well  

 b)although the man was German, he could speak English well 

 c)the man was not able to speak English at all 

 d)although the man was English, he could speak German well 

 

. 45. “This education should prepare the person for the job he can do best.”  According to 

this statement............................... . 

 a)everybody can do his job well 

 b)education prepares jobs for everybody 

 c)the aim of education is to prepare persons for their jobs 

 d)education can do best for jobs 

 

. 46. In some countries, we find a far larger number of people with university degrees than 

there are jobs for them to fill.   

The above sentence means that ...... 
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 a)all educated people are employed 

 b) there are some people unemployed 

 c)there are some people uneducated 

      d) it is difficult to study at university 

 

. 47. Most things are forgotten in the first hour or day after they are learned, but less is 

forgotten after a week or so.   

We understand from this sentence that....... 

 a)the pace of forgetting doesn’t change 

 b)after a week nothing is forgotten 

 c)forgetting is what we don’t learn 

 d)forgetting is rapid at first, then slows down 

Comprehension: 

Read the passage and answer the questions. (4 marks)  

 

Although microbes are very small, they are dangerous; because they cause many kinds of 

diseases.When fresh air, good and clean water enter our bodies, we are safe from microbes. 

 Inside our stomachs there is a liquid which kill microbes that enter them.  Our bodies are 

covered with skin which protects flesh and bones from the microbes in the air. 

Microbes live in dirt, so we should keep our bodies clean.  Mothers should never let small 

insects settle on their children’s bodies.  Many children have become blind because insects 

carried microbes to their eyes. 

 

48. Why are microbes dangerous? 

…………………………………… 

49. What does the liquid in the stomach do to the microbes? 

………………………………………………………………. 

50. The skin keeps microbes away from our flesh and bones. 

 a) True b) False 

 

51. People who live in dirty places may get terrible..................? 

a) insects         b) stomachs c) diseases d) bodies 

 

 


